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Tourist Travel
Undiminished
(Richmond, Ky., Register)

STRANGE
as it seems, tourist travel
has been affected very slightly by the
last two years of economic stress.
Travel is being maintained in volume
quite close to that of the peak attained
when more favorable conditions pre
vailed. according to data of the trans
portation division of the department of
commerce.

Tourist

travel

within

the

United

States actually increased in 1930 and
193 1, although fewer Americans traveled

Anc

abroad.

Kentucky

Numbers who have hitherto

looked to Europe for their recreation are
said to have curtailed vacation costs by
travel within the United States, visiting
resorts and points of interest within their
own nation.

More than three-quarters of a billion
dollars was spent last year for recreation
motor travel within the United States,

according to the American Automobile
Association.

witli a State

The number of visitors at

the national parks increased 14 per cent
in 1931 over the preceding year, as
3,153,000 persons turned to the parks

full of major

for diversion.
Such authentic statements from sources

attractions

that may be regarded as reliable indicate
unmistakably that the tourist crop is one

both scenic
and historic

of the few that has not been curtailed in

volume or profit. Tourist travel in Ken
tucky has continued to increase in recent
years, bringing into the State vast sums
of money.
There are those who arc under the im

pression that unfavorable conditions have

is in the center of the
touring map of the
United States!

resulted in a diminution of tourist travel.
Yet it seems that such is not the case. It
continues to be a source of substantial

income to those states that successfully
exploit their inducements. Kentucky will
continue to reap the benefits of having
publicized her tourist attractions.
One can but wonder whether intensity
of the over-publicized economic distress
has not been unduly magnified. Hard
times cannot be so hard in a nation where

pleasure travel remains undiminished.
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March 8,

1932

Mr. C. prank Dunn, Editor,

Kentucljy Progress Magazine,
Frankfort, Kentucky.
Dear Mr.

Dunn:

I should write you a letter every month
and congratulate you on each issue of the Kentucky Progress
Magazine,
But, as you know, I do not do i t .
On the
other hand, however, I publish some favorable comment on

your Magazine in nearly every issue of The rilson Club
History Quarterly.
Your Magazine deserves all the praise
i t receives,

I look upon your publication - and so do many others -

as a Kentucky Patriotic Magazine.

It does much toward

arousing, through its history and its resources, a love
among Kentuckians for their State - in the meantime i t is
also carrying out its announced purpose to "Advertise
Kentucky to the World,"
I congratulate you.
I some
times wonder whether or not you realize what a splendid
work you are doing, not only in arousing an interest in
Kentucky history but also in helping preserve it.

The Register of the Kentucky State Historical Society
and The Jilson Club History Quarterly are doing much in
the line of gathering and preserving Kentucky history.
Their material, as you know, is more for the student of
history.
The Kentucky Progress Magazine makes it appeal
to those who do not take up history seriously but are
nevertheless much interested in reading what others have
gathered and published.

And now come reports that the Legislation may consider
the question of discontinuing the Magazine because of the

expense involved!
It strikes me that "economy" of that
sort would be a bad blow to the love-of-state work you
have been promoting.
Here's hoping the Magazine v;ill con
tinue for many years, and that it will soon be found in
every home in the State.

Sincerely,

Otto A. Rothert,

ED
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Portrait of Martha Washington by Gilbert Stuart
(In the Boston Museum of Fine Arts)
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^The sun never shone on a country more fair."
(From Ben L. Cox's poem)
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Glowing Tribute Paid Old Kentucky
Response to Toast. "To Kentucky", bj? *Sam P. Cochran, at Dallas Rotary Club. February 11,
1925. and at Kentucky Club of Dallas, Annual Meeting. March 5. 1932
"Kentucky"
"The sun never shoiw on a country more fair
Than beautiful, peerless Kentucky:

There's life in a kiss of her rarified air,
Kentucky, prolific Kentucky.
Her sons are valiant atid noble and bright.

Her beautiful daughters are just about right.
And the babies—God bless them!—are clear

out of sight;
THAT crop ne^-er fails in Kentucky.
—Ben L. Cox.

rX^HE close of the American Revolution turned loose

I a body of strong men who had cjemonstrated courage

and learned endurance during the trying experiences
of tliat war, and were imbued with a spirit of adventure

and. above all. of patriotic loyalty. Home ties had been
severed, and in many instances local associations obliterated
so that the glowing accounts of a wonderful land beyond
the mountains readily led many to seek new habitations
and try for fortunes in the unknown West. Puritan from
New England. Catholic from Maryland, Scotch Irish from
Xew York, with sturdy Dutch and Quaker from Pennsyl
vania. the Cavalier of Virginia an(^ the explorer from
North Carolina pressed up the valleys of the streams flow
ing to the Atlantic seaboard, crossed the Blue Ridge and
through the passes of the Appalachians, and down into
the fertile valleys and rich forests and tablelands of the
Mid-west. The explorations of Bopne and Kenton at
tracted many of these to Kentucky, which lay in the
natural ])athway between the seaboard and the Mississippi
River. Many of those who crossed the Blue Ridge stopj)ed
in the foothills of Eastern Kentucky, and finding it a con

hardy men and women of the middle class, not rich in
material wealth, but great in courage, with stronge sense
of right and justice, truly loyal to state and nation, of
moderate or even poor educational attainments, with un
yielding personal integrity and family devotion; on the
other hand, the "Benjolians," men and women of wealth
without degeneracy, of culture without superciliousness, of
patriotism above pleasure, and the refinements and graces
of social excellence without haughtiness, with a love of
state and country making for any sacrifice or service; in
other words, the Hampdens of the Hills and the Lafayettes
of the Meadowlands. a people of improbable possibilities
and of extravagant virtues, of innate courtesy and super
abundant sensitiveness and resentment.

These two dis

tinct yet coalescing classes of people have been most

graphically delineated by those two greatest of Kentucky's
literary geniuses of the last generation, James Lane Allen
in his brilliant, classical love stories and descriptions of
"The Blue Grass." and John Fox, Jr.. in his laconic and
pathetic tales of "The People of the Hills." Of these peo
ple Dr. Harvey W. Wiley wrote: "Those Highlanders
are not degenerates. On the contrary they are the best
human specimens to be found in the country, and prob
ably in the world. They are the last remnants of the undefiled." And Woodrow Wilson said. "In these mountains

is the original stuff of which America is made." Such
seeming contradictions of character have led to many
humorous and some censorious criticisms and comments

on Kentucky and the Kentuckians, especially with relation
to their feuds and the moonshining proclivities of the
Mountaineer, the love of the race horse and the adoration

of their women, and the disposition on occasions to take
the law into their own hands and settle their internal and

genial country planted themselves there, and their de
scendants, a hardy race, are still there, preserving many
of the traditions and peculiarities of speech of their an

private disputes with the pistol, the rifle or the knife. This
custom, it is pleasing to say, is losing some of its popu
larity. Friends from the outside have sometimes seen the

cestors. reaching back even to Mothpr Countries beyond

virtues and frailties of the people in clearer light than those
within, and liave framed them in pictures for our view,
sometimes humorous, sometimes pleasing, nearly always
instructive. A friend from Chicago once furnished this
"Diagnosis of Kentucky":

the Atlantic.

Others came down the Ohio River and

jjressed forward through the forest to the tablelands of
Central Kentucky and on to the meadows of the West,
and from these varying and differing peoples sprang up
a race of fearless men and peerless women. The spirit of

"Kentucky's hills are full of rills.

the Revolution made them intensely loyal to state and
country. The dangers of the wild beast and more savage
men, who had to be overcome to gain and retain posses

And all the rills are lined with stills,

sion of the goodly land they sought, preserved the innate

And all the gills are full of thrills.
And all the thrills are full of kills.

courage of the pioneers and their descendants. The neces

sity of individual defense and family protection bred the
s])irit of jjersonal independence, and the fellowship of
danger generated the sentiment of neighborliness, which
gave birth, in gentler times, to that distinguished trait.
"Kentucky Hospitality." The courage of the women in
sharing the trials of pioneership with their fathers,
brothers and husbands made a race of women, who. with

the advent of peaceful times and the comforts of prosl)erity. developed into a race unrivaled for beauty and unsurjiassed for culture, virtue and grace.
From these various elements of race, circumstances and

conditions developed those distinctive classes, which 1
have facetiously but lovingly denominated "The Kentulians" and "The Benjolians"—the '"Kentulians," those

And all the stiils are full of gills.

You see the feudist dot the hills.

And camp among the little rills,
Convenient to the little stills,

And thirsting for the brimming gills;
And when the juice his system fills.
Each feudist whoops around and kills.
Now, if they'd only stop the stills
They'd cure Kentucky's many ills.
Men woxdd be spared to climb the hills
And operate the little stills
That linger on the little rills,
And manufacture gills and thrills.
Page SeVtn
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"The moonlight falls the softest in Kentucky."
(From James H. Mulligan's poem)
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But making tuany other thrills
Would multiply the crsiu'hile kills.

hymns or poems of superlative sentiment, which are im

Ami all the hills and rills and stills.

beat resix)nsive to the noblest sentiments of the soul,
to-wit: first and foremost. *'My Old Kentucky Home," by
Stephen Collins Foster, not a native of Kentucky, but who
spent much of his time there among his relatives and wrote
amid the inspiring scenes of that state; next. "The Bivouac
of the Dead", by Theodore O'Hara. which will live while
men appreciate the sacrifices of courage; and then Henry
T. Stanton's Moneyless Man."
Dallas at one time had the honor of counting among her
citizens a lady who was a native Kentuckian. but by mar
riage had liecome a resident of this city. Mrs. Elizabeth
Lee Murphy, known in girlhood as Betty Lee Hays, and
now Mrs. H. J. Pettingill of St. Louis, who has given the
world a poem entitled "Cabbage Roses." which stirs the
souls of all who can appreciate "A heart of gold under a
garb of fustian." and which deserves to rank among the
sweetest of our American love songs.
But few states retain such a grip upon the hearts of their
native sons and daughters as does Kentucky, and those
who wander from her hospitable home turn ever longingly
back, wherever elsewhere in the world they may roam or
be located, to the scenes of childhood and to places of
former association in the old Commonwealth. Thus sang

And all the gills and thrills and kills
Are spended for the coffin mills,
And make more undertaker s bills."
—W. D. Nesbit."

Many beautiful tributes have been paid to the patriotic
courage and loyalty of the Kentuckians. who. it is said,
brought on the War of 1812. and furnished the largest
contingent of men for that contest; and who also furnished
more men for the War of Texas Independence and for
the Mexican War than any other state. Being the first
state south of the "Smith and Wesson Line." it became a
buffer between the North and South in the Civil War, and

its people were naturally divided when this came on: but
the spirit of the Revolution still lived in the hearts of the
descendants of those heroes of a century and a half ago,
with the result that the Mountaineers, and the people of

northern and eastern Kentucky, were largely Unionists,
while a majority of those of the other sections were for the

Confederacy, the relative ratio being stated as 80.000
soldiers for the Northern Army, and 40,000 for the South
ern. While the war lasted brother fought brother and
father fought son with desperate antagonism, but almost
with the declaration of peace came the resumption of

family ties and associations, and nowhere did the hatreds
and animosities sooner pass into oblivion than among those
of the "Corncracker State" who had so recently been bitter

opponents. It is the great and the brave who know how
to forgive as well as to fight.
The second state to be admitted to the Union after the

adoption of our National Constitution (admitted June 1.
1792). Kentucky has ever been one of the foremost sup
porters of our Government, while at the same time insisting
upon the preservation of the rights of the state against
Federal encroachments, as demonstrated in the adoption of
the Resolutions of 1798, a fundamental declaration on this

point which succeeding generations have approved and
adopted. Slie refused to pass an ordinance of secession, and
stands today unsurpassed among her sister states in loyalty
to the Union.

In the two wars of recent times, she fur

nished more men to the armies than her allotted quota, her
men enlisted beyond the requisition without waiting to be
drafted, and over three thousand of her beloved sons sleep

under the poppies of Flanders and the lilies of France. She
has furnished many of the foremost men of the Nation in
law. literature, science and art, and the first steam boat

ever operated was invented by John Fitch of Kentucky,
who for more than a century slept in an unmarked gra^'e.
which is now properly designated. The home of the
mystical cocktail, and of the succulent julep, of Bourbon
whiskey and of White Mule, Kentucky has always strange
ly been a state of strong temperance characteristics. 107
of her 120 counties having voted out the making and sell
ing of whiskey before the adoption of the Eighteenth
Constitutional Amendment.

For many generations noted for its rockribI)ed denKxr-

racy in politics, when the gold basis issue arose in 1896,
twelve of Kentucky's thirteen presidential Electors were
Republicans; and in 1924 her people passed judgment on
the contending jxilitical parties, in no uncertain terms, by
switching from the Democratic to the Republican column
on national issues by a very decisive majority for the Re
publican Presidential electors.
The hearts of Kentuckians have poured forth three

mortal and will last while the hearts of men and women

one of those wanderers:

"A glory shines with wizard spell
Around the scenes where childhood played.
And a charm no tongue may truly tell
E'er woos where youth has sweetly strayed.
Heart shadows, ever, are strangely dear
When memory finds them 'neath those bozvers,
And the silent drop is scarce a tear
That falls when dreaming o'er those hours.
Kentucky! cherished spot of earth!
Thou art thus enshrined within my heart;
Thy sun smiled on my spirit's birth.
And saw my first hope trembling start.
There budding love bloomed in my breast.
And joy first lighted up my brow;
The mold my childish foot first pressed
Is held within thy bosom nozv.
Here omvard to the setting sun,
Grand Prairies their dim vastness spread
And zt'oo me with their flowers gay,
Exhaling szveetness' neath my tread.
The lettered dead here speak to me.
And loving souls here, too, I find;
But still my heart is bound to thee.
And sadly sweet such chainlets bind.
Thy darkly green, majestic hills,
"Thy scattered rocks and water pure.
The music of thy birds and rills.
The grand old cliffs and vales secure—
I find not 'neath this Western sky,
Oft have they held my soul entranced
In szveet delirium, zvhile high
On dreamland scenes my vision glanced.
My loved ones, deep within thy breast.
Through passing years of time shall sleep.
While on their graves thy turf shall rest.
And loz'ing tears thy nights shall weep.
Page Nine
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Springtime
in

Kentucky
If I could dream and dreams
come true thereafter,

If I could think and thoughts
materialize,

If I could build my future hopes
with laughter,
And know each wish I soon
could realize.

If I could look ahead and see
fair weather,
And not a single cloud to
hide the sun,
If I could build air-castles close
together.
And fill all space with dream
ing just for fun.
If all the wish-bones on a fowl
plantation,

Could hang upon a nail above
my door.

If I could search through my
imagination,
And have just one wish
granted and no more.
1 would not wish for star to

make me lucky,
I would not wish for mine
of purest gold.
But I would wish to be in old
Kentucky,

When buds of springtime
silently unfold.
—Wallace Frances Utterback

¥
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Kentucky! Oh, 'tis joy and pain
To think ofi all thou hast been to me,

And memory will, while life shall wane.
With mingled pleasure turn to thee."

—("Kentucky Souvenir." by Mollie H. Turner.)
I would tliat time would permit me to quote more freely
from those writers who, in rare and splendid terms, have
sung the praises of Kentucky and her people; to name in
more detail the great sons of Kentucky who have con
tributed to the world's progress and to make the state
great; to enlarge upon the valor of her sons, the suj^erexcellence of her daughters, the greatness of her leaders, and

all that is good; to speak of George Robertson of Ken
tucky, jurist, famous for service in England as well as
at home; and of Samuel F. Miller, and John M. Harlan.

two of the greatest lawyers who ever sat upon the bench
of the United States Supreme Court; of Ephraim Mc
Dowell and Dr. Brashear. the Kentucky surgeons who first
performed certain great operations for the relief of suffer
ers ; of Bascom. the Breckenridges, the Marshalls and
Menefee. her great orators; of Henry Clay and James B.
Beck, her adopted sons, and John J. Crittenden. her native
son. her great statesmen; of Joel T. Hart, her great
sculptor; of Madison Cawein, ^Irs. Rosa Vertner Jeffrey,
and her other charming poets and writers; of Jouett, her
nationally famous portrait painter; of her great soldiers,
educators and artists; but time permits no full enumera
tion of her many great ones, further than to note that the
leaders on both sides in our great Civil contests. Lincoln
and Davis, were natives of Kentucky, and born within a
short distance of each other, the one a Kentulian and the
other a Benjolian.
The affection of Kentuckians for their state has been

beautifully expressed in one verse of a poem by Alan
Pegram Gilmour:

Friendship is the strongest.
Love's light glows the longest.
Yet, wrong is always wrongest
In Kentn-cky.

Life's burdens bear the lightest
In Kentucky;
The home fires burn the brightest
In Kentucky:
While players are the keenest.
Cards come out the meanest,

The pocket empties cleanest
In Kentucky.
The sun shines ever brightest
In Kentucky;
The breezes whisper lightest
In Kentucky;

Plain girls are the fewest.
Their little hearts are truest,

Maidens' eyes the bluest
In Kentucky.
Orators are the grandest
In Kentucky;
Officials are the blandest
In Kentucky;
Boys are the fliest,
Danger ever nighest.
Taxes are the highest,
In Kentucky.
The bluegrass waz>es the bluest
In Kentucky;
Yet. blue bloods are the fnvest
In Kentucky:
Moonshine is the clearest.

"There a softness about her fair landscape.
There's a brooding hush over her fields,
There's a beauty mere money can't purchase:

By no means the dearest,
And yet it acts the queerest
In Kentucky.

It's 0. charm that the dear old State yields
To the children within her wide borders.
To those who loz'e her and know best

That Kentucky is queen of her sisters.
And outranks everyone of the rest!"
While Marion Morgan Mulligan has given a miniature
word picture of the State in a few lines as follows:
"Bright land, of wooded hills and streams:
From mountain base and fertile plain.
The calm Kentucky, towards the vwin
JVinds, grey and misty as a dream.
Rich fields, with flocks and herds floiv by.
O, Mother State, supreme and strong.

Upheld by might of sword and song.
Your fame lives on, nor e'er shall die."

Perhaps the most famous poem, descriptive of the con
trarieties of the State, is that by Judge James H. Mulligan,
native son and life-long resident of Lexington, in his re
markable poem entitled. "In Kentucky." which I venture
to quote for the edification of those who may not be famil
iar with it:

"The moonlight falls the softest
In Kentucky:
The summer days come oftest
In Kentucky:

The dove notes are the saddest

In Kentucky:
The streams dance on the gladdest
In Kentucky;

Hip pockets are the thickest.
Pistol hands the slickest.

The cylinder turns quickest
In Kentucky.
The song birds are the sweetest
In Kentucky;
The thoroughbreds are the fleetest
In Kentucky;
Mountains tower proudest,
Thunder peals the loudest,
The landscape is the grandest.

And politics the damnedest
In Kentucky."
And now, to you, who are natives of Kentucky, those
sons and daughters by adoption of Texas and other states,
but who are proud of the old Commonwealth, whose
history has exemplified the truth and virtue of her motto.
"United we stand, divided we fall," and of whom it may
l)e said, "With all her faults, we love her still" (not her
stills). T would offer this toast, part of that one by William
\Continued on page 28]
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Scene of Coal A4.ine "Investigation
(See Story on Opposite Page)

W^here Publicity-Seeking W^riters Learned That "Author" is Not a Contraction of "Authority*
and Not Necessarily a "Part of Speech/'
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Harlan, County Seat of Harlan County.

4

Pineville. County Seat of Bell County.
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Kentucky Hits Communism
The Truth About the Coal Mine Situation in Southeastern Kentucky and the
Dreiser-Frank "Ballyhoo"
Herndon J. Evans
Editor Pineville Sun

Past President Kentucky Press Association

PINEVILLE is engaged
in a
battle
fronts.

on

which the average person

two

Cumbt'lan

Rtd Bird

At home she is in a death

struggle with communism:
abroad she is fighting against
misrepresentation.
This little Kentucky town
of 3,6CX) souls is fighting for
her life, for already the bit
terness of the struggle has
thrown many of our mines
into bankrupty and this, in
turn,

has

closed

house after business house.
abroad has driven from our
doors the tourists toward
whom Pineville looked with

Oione

Beverly

Dillon

BarbOufviUe.
Evdrls

i-jty

Harian

ATremuS

ST»tt P*0

does not take the time to in

vestigate.
Russia's theory
of government never can get
a foothold in America, the
average citizen thinks, and
so he dismisses the whole
matter.
To us who have

had to fight communism day
after day and month after

jSijtkmon*
PmeviUe
Cu»e(tn.>.NO

__

month it is a sinister move
ment that has as its ultimate

'' Clwr Cf
Cciimar

iesboro

business

The misrepresentation

^ •'Pin* HI

Cumberland Cm

TO

aim the destruction of gov
ernment, church and private
property. As we have seen
it grip our mountain men in

Manr n

to

hope when the myriad
troubles besetting the coal
fields closed down mines and forced upon all a realization

that if prosperity is to come it will not be through the coal
industry.
Communism, to those who have not come face to face

with it, is a sort of intangible political belief or theory

its numerous disguises we
have felt that every resource
must be thrown into the bat
tle to drive this insidious

monster from our country.
Whether Pineville and the Southeastern Kentucky coal
fields have followed the right policy in handling the
sinister monster that has reared its head in our otherwise

peaceful community only time will tell. We feel that we
have followed the only course possible. In the mean-

The students from New York colleges (except the one in imiform) who conducted the most recent expedition into (and out
of) southeastern Kentucky. The picture was taken the night of March 28 on the Capitol lawn at Frankfort, after their pro
test call upon Governor Laifoon, who told them they were "easily bluffed" and that their self-trumpeted fears for safety while
in Kentucky did not amount "to a row of pins." They then boarded their two buses and announced they were going to
Washington for further protest. Some of the students at the left repeatedly called to the photographer to "hoirry up." He
did and the picture was made in time for use in the "poipers."
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A Coal Alining T o-wn in Harlan County
Scenes at BenKam, Ky.

Mine Tippl«.

School Building.

Employes' Homes.

Domestic Science Room in School Building.

WWW)

View of center of town showing park, theater building, meat market and ice plant, general store, doctor's office and dispensary.
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time the mountain section of Kentucky asks of the world

a hearing. Much has been said on "the other side" and

we feel that we are entitled to our own statement of the
case.

Piiieville asks that the world look just this once through

Pineville eyes. Place yourself here as a citizen of this

There is no strike in the coal fields.

There has I)een no strike despite continued efforts of
paid agitators to call the men out of the mines.
Residents of this section are doing everything possible

to remedy conditions and they do not look with com
placency upon the sufferings of their fellow men.

Hunger and pover

community, a town
of native-born Ameri

ty exist in the coal
fields but conditions
are no worse here
than in other sections

cans with a sprinkling
of foreigners whose

loyalty and interest in

of the country in this

the community is un

questioned.

period of world-wide

We all

depression.

are striving for those
fundamental rights of
life, liberty and hap

Not one shot has
been fired in Bell

County during these

piness which so many

trying months despite

of our self-appointed
investigators have de
clared abridged.

the fact that hundreds
of men have marched
the streets of Pine
ville at the command

It happens that I
am in the newspaper

of

business, publishing a
small weekly and rep
resenting

the release of legallyheld prisoners in re

numerous

metropolitan

dailies.

In this capacity I have

outside agitators

and have demanded

Cumberland Gap, Kentucky-Tennessee-Virginia state line.

been privileged to fol

sponse to commimistic
pleas for concerted

low step by step the developments of the present contro

armed action. Early in November, 1931, press dispatches

mental facts, for it is upon these premises that so much

[Continued on page 28]

versy and I believe that I can present Pineville's position.
First, let me present for your consideration these funda
of the controversv has been based;

announced the approaching visit of Theodore Dreiser and
a group of New York writers. They announced they were
coming to investigate conditions in the coal fields. They

Caijiclii 6r Sltooh

The highway (U. S. 25) between Pineville and Middlesboro.
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Rugged Clins
Along the Tradewater
in Hopkins County
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P^SIDENT HOOVER RECEIVES WASHINGTON BICENTENNIAL STATE CHAIRMEN AT WHITE HOUSE
First Row (Left to Right)-—Robert E. Green, Massachusetts; Miss Ha2el Nielson (National Headquarters), Miss Rose Mc-

Graw, member, West Virginia; Thad S. Krause, Pennsylvama; President Hoover, Sol Bloom, associate director, United
States Commission; C. P. Overfield, Utah; Miss Myra Hazard, ex-chairman, Mississippi; Mrs. Gaar (visitor), Connecticut;
Dr. Goddard, Connecticut.

Se^nd Row—Rhode Island Representative, Dr. Albert Bushnell Hart. Massachusetts (also Bicentennial historian); Robert
S. Lecky, Jr., member, Virginia; Alexis W. Shriver, member, Maryland; Mr. Elliott, member, Pennsylvania; Mr. Thon, Illi
nois; New York State Representative, Mr. Savage, secretary, New Jersey; C. Frank Dunn, Kentucky; Dr. Gibson, member,
Connecticut.
—Harris Sr Zwing, Washington, D. C.

m
THE OLD BUTLER HOME. AT SALEM, KY.

This interesting house, built about 1812, has solid rock walls three feet thick. It has been occupied continually for sixty-five
years by the Butler family. The house contains a museum of rare antiques from all parts of the world and is visited by many
tourists. There is a pioneer graveyard in the rear of the house. Fifteen miles distant, on the same highway (U. S. 60), is the
grave of Lucy Jefferson Lewis, sister of Thomas Jefferson.
Page Twenty
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"R,-omance

Clings to Thorn Hill

Once Was Ivy-Clad Manor of "Lord" Morton; Later of Gen. Cassius Clay, tKe Fiery Abolitionist
(^Kentucky TimeS'Star)

EXINGTON. KY., March 18—Few of the thousands

of Lexingtonians who visit Duncan Park, in the
L^ north
end of the city, this spring and summer, and

view the quaint old building, with ivy-colored walls in the

center of the five-acre tract, recently converted into a day
nursery for the care of children, know that this stmctur'e
was once the home of Gen. Cassius Marcellus Clay, noted
Abolitionist, former United States ambassador to Russia
during the administration of President Abraham Lincoln

and one of the most masterful and colorful figures in Ken
tucky history.
The house was built in 1810 and was originally known

as "Thorn Hill." Ever since it was purchased by Clay
it has been a landmark in that quarter of the city and the
romance, tradition and historical associations that cluster

around it, as recently revealed since it passed into the pos
session of the city of Lexington, would fill a large-size

memoirs, now in the Lexington public Library.
And elegant, indeed, it was, for "Thorn Hil!" was de
signed by Latrobe himself for "Lord" William Morton,
on the commanding eminence on the east side of what
was then known as Mulberry lane, now North Limestone
street, at that time a suburb of the Blue Grass capital.
Nothing short of perfection woujd have been tolerated by
that English gentleman, son of the Mortons of Bawtry.
Nottinghamshire, and younger brother of his lordship.
Family silver and egg shell porcelains that bore the family
coat of arms, furnishings from England and Philadel
phia, then America's center of culture and fashion, were

given appropriate setting in the house of Spanish colonial
type erected on the site purchased from the trustees of
the city of Lexington, which, after more than a century,
was destined again to own the property.
Old World Courtliness

volume.

"I determined on Lexington as my home, purchasing
the Morton residence and grounds, known as Thorn Hill—
the most elegant in the city," wrote Clay in his notable

"Lord" Morton, whose title was honorary rather than
hereditary and given him doubtless because of his frilled
{Continued on page 31]

•—Lafayette Studio

'Thorn Hill" (designed by Latrobe) as it looks today.
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Dr. Thomas \J^alker Home in Virginia
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Front entrance to grounds at "Castle Hill"—Note box in both

Forty foot tree-box, 200 years old, at entrance to sunken

sides.

gardens.

Lawn and front of home erected by Dr. Thomas Walker in
1760 (the rear of present house).
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Front of "Castle Hill" Mansion, designed and erected by Mrs.
Rivers, granddaughter of Dr. Walker, in 1824.
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"Castle Hill"

The Old Home of Dr. Thomas

alker

By John W. Newman
Big Stone Gap, Fa.
Former Kentucky Commissioner of Agriculture

OFTEN
one comes upon abeautiful scene, an his
torical spot, or an interesting relic, that he would
like to write up tor some paper. Then he puts it
off and interest is lost. I am writing my experience today
for the Kentucky PkOGREss Magazixe while fresh in

my mind. I feel sure many Kentuckians will be interested
in this discovery that was quite a surprise to me.
As we drove along the Richmond (Virginia) highway,
about ten miles out of Charlottesville. we noticed a sign

and value their churches more highly than we of the pres
ent generation.
A mile or two from this church is Castle Hill.

We

had read somewhere in history that from Castle Hill Dr.
Thomas Walker started, in 1750, to make a survey of
lands in Kentucky. It was he who was the first white
man to pass through Cumberland Gap (nineteen years

prior to Daniel Boone) who named Cumberland Moun
tains. Cuml>erland River, and who built the first log house

pointing up a gravelled roadway, reading: "This way to

in Kentucky at a point south of Barbourville.

Old Grace Church and Castle Hill." We are always in
terested in these old Colonial Church buildings. George
Washington designed three still standing: Pohick, on
Washington-Richmond Road, Christ Church (Alexandria)
and Old Falls Church, on the road to Fairfax Court House.

he who made the Fort Stanwix Treaty with the Six In
dian Nations and who played a prominent part in pioneer

Old Grace Church is another very attractive, substantial
stone church built in the country, and a thing of beauty

—built prior to Revolutionary days.

One wonders if

our ancestors did not take their religion more seriouslv

It was

history in other ways. We did not know whether Castle
Hill was private grounds or public, whether well kept
or run down, hut we did know that Dr. Walker lived,
died and lies buried there and that there was said to be

some splendid 200-year-old specimens of tree-box—or
"box." as we in Kentucky call it—still living there.
[Confimted on page 32]

!

Stairway and hall, showing entrance to living room.

Note well preserved wheels.
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Beauties of State Road 37 and TJ. S. 42
Many Tourists Will Be Attracted Over These Routes This Summer
{Bedford, Ky., Democrat)

WITH
the approach of spring it is observed that
traffic is increasing on both State Road 37 and
U. S. Highway 42.

Upon reaching Trimble County via Campbellsburg, the
tourist finds himself speeding along a ridge which leads
to a valley rich in scenery,
through which flow rippling

grade traverses a fruit and farming section that attracts
the public eye.
From the highway from Bedford to CarroUton, mostly
in the Little Kentucky Valley, one sees on either side the
wooded hills soon to be clothed in their robes of green.
In meadow and field can be

seen, horses, cattle and

waters, and on either side

sheep grazing, while on the

of

in

surface of the waters of the
creek the duck and the

Furthermore, where can

goose find an environment
which to them is as pleas
ing as is the surrounding
territory to the observant

which

hills

tower

beauty and in splendor.
one find a better grade or
more attractive strip of
country than that on 37 be

tourists. Some distance to
the east stands "Bunker

tween Bedford and Miltoti?

It is excellent farming
country the entire way,

Hill," a mound of more

than ordinary elevation.
Upon reaching Carrollton, where the Kentucky
River empties into the
Ohio, one is impressed with
the grandeur of the river
bottom from that point east;

while from the rood near

Carmel church, one sees a

section resembling the Bluegrass of Central Kentucky.
And this truly is a land of
as fine bluegrass as a crow
ever flew over.

The view

from the road overlocJcing
"spot on which bright sun

Between Bedford and CarroUton.

never sets, nor twinkling stars go down" is one of the
most spectacular east of tne Mississippi. Nothing is more
picturesque than the scerte at night across the river and
the hills beyond on the one side, and the stately homes,
verdant lawns and fertile fields on the other.

Then for a

long distance through the counties of Oldham and Trimble
to a point east of Bedford, the highway with excellent

beautiful

homes

ply some of the most modem steamers; with the river hills
on either side that extend their massive forms heavenward;
and with it all the tourist is fascinated as his eye sees on

every hand something that is attractive and charming.
Such scenes as these present themselves in panoramic view
all the way to Cincinnati. . . .

U. S. 42, east of Bedford ("Big HiU").
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with the

and the waving fields of
grain; with the placid waters of the Ohio through which

—Photos by Ceo. R. Rolsen
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Traylor's Kentucky Address Scores
Taxation Burden

million acres of land in a middle western state are taken

{Alliance, Ohio, Revi^)

over by the counties of that state for unpaid taxes. An
other state, has an $18,000,000 deficit; still another state,
with $10,000,000 in signed contracts for certain projects,
is unable to raise a single dollar to carry on these projects.
Delinquent taxes are at least
twice as great as in 1930. and the
percentage is as high as 60 per
cent, 70 per cent, and 80 per cent,

INlature
ARECENT
address before the Kentucky Legis
in joint session, a Chicago banker spoke up on
the fundamental conditions responsible for the State's
struggle to raise enough tax
money to pay its bills. The
speaker gave some facts which
should be prominently displayed
in every ofifice and legislative
chamber in the country.
They are not new, but they are
reiterated at a time when the peo
ple are more gravely concerned

in certain communities. Schools
are closed, bond issues are in de

fault, hundreds of communities

are tax bankrupt.

about their taxes than in recent

For a good many years the
people have been warned that
they were rearing a governmental
giant which would turn and de
vour them. They have seen ex
actly that thing happen in Eng
land, and now reaching a climax
in Australia. It springs from
mistaken notion that the govern
ment should support the people,
and the less obvious fallacy that

decades.

In nearly every community
there is a strong probability that
the people soon will be paying
war taxes without the incentive

of national peril to reconcile
tliem to the sacrifice. Among
other things, he said:
Today tax levies equal the
estimated equivalent of one day's
labor every week from every
man, woman and child in the

Those are the

basic facts which we can not,
must not. dare not evade.

MR.

TRAYLOR

LEAVING

CAPITOL

the remoteness of the tax collec

United States. Only a short (Left to Right) James Garnett, Melvin A. Traylor tion and spending point decreases
and Governor Laffoon.
time ago, one out of every
the tax.
twenty-two persons gainfully em
A writer in the Chicago Jour
ployed was on the public pay roll; today it is one in every nal of Commerce recently said, in an editorial addressed
eleven; and it is said that at the present rate we shall in "to the man in overalls":
only a little over twenty years have one person on the
The reason you should worry is that those whose job
public pay roll for every individual paying taxes. One
[Continued on page 33]
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GOVERNOR LAFFOON RECEIVES MR. TRAYLOR AT MANSION AFTER DISTINGUISHED EX-KENTUCKIAN
ADDRESSES LEGISLATURE

(Left to Right) Melvin A. Traylor. Chicago; G. R. Reed, Columbia; Gov. Ruby LafFoon, Mrs. James Gamett and former At
torney General James Gamett, Columbia.
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The States' Building at Chicago's \forld's Fair
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Lincoln Scenes to be Reproduced
Historic Birildings to Bring Back Life of Lincoln. Replica of
Kentucky's Noted Log Cabin Included
t l^HE log cabin in which Abraham Lincoln was born, the Wigwam

I in which he was nominated for the presidency of the United

States, and other buildings intimately associated with his*life will
appear in replica on Chicago's lakeshore, adjacent to old Fort Dearborn,
as a part of the Century of Progress Exposition.

A Century of Progress officials have accepted from the Congress
Construction Company an application for a permit to construct, erect,

eqiiip and to operate as a concession this group of buildings which will
be known as the "Lincoln Group."

To Reproduce Birthplace

For Lincoln's birthplace there will be erected an exact reproduction
of the rude cabin at Hodgenville, Ky., which has been allowM to stand
for a century and a quarter as a shrine for Lincoln worshippers. Near
by there will be a replica of Lincoln's home at what is now Lincoln City,
Ind. A short distance away will stand a duplicate of the famous LincolnBerry store at New Salem, 111., where the youthful rail-splitter worked
as a clerk.

One of the most interesting buildings of the Lincoln Group will be a

replica of the wigwam—^the large frame building in which Lincoln was
nominated for the presidency by the Republican party in 1860, and
which stood at the corner of Lake and Market streets in Chicago.

In

the wigwam visitors will see reproductions of certain rooms in the
Springfield home which Lincoln left for Washington, and also one or
two rooms of the White House of his time.

It is expected that the Lincoln Group will be ready for operation on
or before June 1. 1932.
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Architect's study of facade of portal in pro
posed Hall of States at Chicago's 1933 Century
of Progress Exposition. Each State and Ter
ritory is to be represented by its own portal,
leading to its own particular exhibit.
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Texan Likes The Depression
EXIT—T-win Beds. Lettuce Sandviches. Indigestion and Swelled Head;
ENTER—A Ne-w Life. Neighboring. So-w-bosom and Chxirch
By Henry ansley
of .Imarillo Globe-News, in ffest Texas Today

1LIKE
the depression.
No more prosperity for me.

dren, but she was studying—and between playing bridge
and going to clubs, she was never at home.
We got stuck up and hifalutin. We even took down

I have had more fun since the depression started than
I ever had in my life. I had forgotten how to live, what it

the old family bed and bought a set of twin beds—on the

meant to have real friends, what it was like to eat common

installment plan.

every-day food. Fact is. I was getting just a little high
hat.
Then—And Now

Three years ago. only one man of the News-Globe or
ganization could be out of town at a time and he had to

leave at the last minute and get back as soon as possible.
Many times I have driven 100 niiles to a banquet, sat
through three hours of bunk in order to make a 5-minute

si>eech, then drive the 100 miles back so as to be ready for
work the next morning.

Nowadays, as many News-Globe employees as are in
vited make those trips and we stay as long as we want to.
The whole outfit could leave the office now and it wouldn't

make any difference.
I like the depression. I have time to visit my friends,

to make new ones. Two years ago when I went to a neigh
boring town. I always stayed at the hotel. Now I go home
with my friends, stay all night and enjoy homecooking.
I have even spent the week-end with some of the boys
who have been kind enough to invite me.
Time, Neighbors, Clothes

It's great to drop into a store and feel that you can
spend an hour or two or three or a half day just visiting
and not feel that you are wastii^ valuable time. I like
the depression.

I am getting acquainted with my neighbors. In the last
six months I have become acquainted with folks who have
been living next door to me for three years. I am follow
ing the Biblical admonition. "Love your neighbors." One
of my neighbors has one of the best-looking wives I have
ever seen. She is a dandy. I am getting acquainted with
my neighbors and learning to love them.
Three years ago, I ordered my clothes from a merchant
tailor—two and three suits at a time. All my clothes were
good ones. I was always dressed up. But now. I haven't

bought a suit in two years. I am mighty proud of my
Sunday-go-to-meeting clothes. When I dress up. I am
dressed up and I don't mean maybe. I like the depression.

When I would come home at night, if my wife was at
home, she would already be in her bed and I would crawl
in mine.

If she came in first, it was vice versa.
Beds and Clubs

We like the depression. We have come down off our
pedestal and are really living at my house now. The twin
beds are stored in the garage and the old family affair is

being used. We are enjoying life. Instead of taking a
hot-water bottle to bed these cold nights, she sticks her
heels in my back, just like she did before Hoover was
elected.

I haven't been out on a party in 18 months. I have lost
my book of telephone numbers. My wife has dropped
all the clubs. I believe we are falling in love all over again.
I am pretty well satisfied with my wife. Tliink I will
keep her. at least until she is forty and then if I feel like
I do now. I may trade her for two twenties.

I am feeling better since the depression. I take more
exercise.

I walk to town and a lot of folks who used to

drive Cadillacs are walking with me. I Hke the depression.
My digestion is better. I haven't been to see a doctor
in a year. I can eat anything I want to.
Food—And Food

I am getting real,
years ago, we had filet
round steak with flour
of guinea hen, now we

honest-to-goodness food.
Three
mignon once a week, now we have

gravy. Then, we had roast breast
are glad to get sow-bosora with the

buttons on it.

I like the depression. My salary has been cut to where
I can't afford to buy lettuce and spinach and parsley and
we can't afford to have sandwiches and frozen deserts and

all that damfoolishness which has killed more good men
than the World War.

I like the depression. Three years ago. I never had time
to go to church. I played golf all-day Sunday and besides
I was so darned smart that there wasn't a preacher in
West Texas who could tell me anything.
Now. I am going to church regularly, never miss a Sun
day.

The Wife

Three years ago I was so busy and my wife was so busy
that we didn't see much of each other, consequently we

And if this depression keeps on. I will be going to
prayer meeting before long. I like the depression.

sort of lost interest in each other. I never went home to
lunch. About twice a week I went home to dinner—at

May Derby Issue

6:30 o'clock. I never had time to go anywhere with her.

An unusually large number of advance inquiries as to
the date of the Kentucky Derby this year, has been re
ceived by the Kentucky Progress Magazine.

If I did go on a party, I could never locate her. since there
was always a "blonde" or a "red-head" available I didn't
much worry about it.
My wife belonged to all the clubs in town. She even

joined the voung mothers club. We don't have any chil

The Kentucky Derby will be nm on Saturday, May 7.
and, as usual, a beautiful May Derby Number will be
issued by the magazine as a souvenir edition.
Pa%e r»en<]r-*even
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Glowing Tribute Paid Old Kentucky
[Continued from page 11]

J. Lampton, read on Kentucky Night at the Hungry Club
in New York City, February, 1908:

tection.

They even asked the Governor to send troops.

It never seemed to occur to these writers that they were

pre-supposing the truth of every rumor that had gone out
about this section. It never occurred to them, apparently,
that they were rendering a verdict already decided upon

before they left New York. These same impartial in
vestigators, before leaving New York, issued statements
to the effect that constitutional rights were being denied
miners and that a "reign of terror" existed in the coal

"A Health to Old Kentucky"
"Here's health to old Kentucky,
Where the simple life still gives
Its lasy, listless rapture
To the soul that truly lives.
And dispenses creature comforts

fields.

Newspapers throughout the country denounced the
Dreiser party as a "crowd of meddlers" and "self-ap
pointed busybodies." They were seeking publicity for
every press release issued by their publicity dei:>artment.
"demanded" protection in one paragraph and listed the

To the mortal here below

In a satisfying manner
That the strenuous never know.

latest best-sellers of the group in the next. They got on

the front page of America and held it for days. What

Here's health to old Kentucky,
Where the hospitable mind
Is bent on doing something
Of the good, old-fashioned kind.

was our reaction to this visit?

Who IS stranger or is friend.
With a warm and willing welcome.

decided to greet the committee cordially and offer every
assistance in its investigation despite the fact that every

For every man and ivoman

Which continues to the end.

Here's health to old Kentucky,
To her sons and daughters here,
Who will think of old Kentucky
With a smile and with a tear;

They may talk of modern progress.
And proper creed to hold,
But their hearts will beat the fondest
For Kentucky that is old."
And to the Kentucky which I have known from Cum
berland Gap and the Big Sandy, to the "Pennyrile Deestrick" and "The Purchase"; to MY Kentucky, where my
wife's and my own Revolutionary ancestors on lx)th family
lines, from the period shortly following its close, and their
descendants for nearly a century and a half, have lived
and loved and fought for her. and now sleep in her heroic
soil, I bow my head and reverently say: "God bless you!
I love you, Kentucky!"
"Mr. Sam P. Cochran. born in Lexington, Ky.. has achieved a record
of noteworthy honors iu financial, insurance, fraternaJ, civic and patriotic
orgfanizations. He is Lieutenant Grand Commander, Supreme Council A. A.

S. R. of Freetnaaonry, Southern Jiinsdiction. L'. S. A., and Chairman. Board
of Trustees, Shriners' Hospital for Crippled Children of

North America.

Kentucky Hits Conununism
[Conti}iu4?d from page 15]
had heard of trouble in Harlan County where organizers
of the National Miners Union, a communist organization,
had tried to call the men from the mines and they were
coming to get a first-hand picture of conditions. They
announced that they desired to make a fair and impartial
investigation—nothing more. They were not allied with
any organization, they stated.
The Dreiser group brought its own publicity men. Prior

to the departure from New York. Dreiser wired the Gov
ernor of Kentucky and demanded the protection of the
State during the visit of the committee. He also wired
the sheriff of Harlan County and the sheriff of Bell
County and numerous other officers demanding full pro
Page Tvenl\/-eight

Two nights before the writers arrived the Kiwanis Club
invited in a group of other business and professional men
to discuss the matter. What should be Pineville's attitude
toward the visitors? After considerable discussion it was

one considered it a publicity stunt planned by a fixed jury.
The mayor and a c6mmittee of citizens met the train and
escorted the visiting writers to the hotel. There they were
extended the proper courtesies and the Pineville commit
tee offered to appear at any time and give such informa
tion as the writers desired as to conditions.

No one ever

was called and the assistance so generously offered was
ignored by the visitors.
A similar committee of Harlan Countians rnet the
writers there and offered to help in any way in the investi

gation. The committee waited the pleasure of the writers
but to this day no member of the welcoming group has
been called. Meanwhile, a worker for the National Miners

Union piloted one miner after another before the com
mittee where their stories were told.

Dreiser did the

questioning. On several occasions he was forced to advise
his pilot against answering questions for the miners when
they seemed a little doubtful just what was wanted.

Several public meetings were held "to test the right of
free speech," and in these the coal operators, who were
doing everything in their power to keep the rnines g^ng
so that their men might have work, were assailed bitterly

by members of the party or by National Miners Union
speakers who were working in conjunction with the
Dreiser group. Cries of "down with the tyrants" and
"fight the law," while familiar sounds to those who have
lived in the industrial centers of the East, brought fear to

the hearts of our people. Ridicule of God and religion
and statements such as "I hope to see the Red Flag of
Russia wave over the capitol at Washington." fell on the

ears of a deeply-religious, country loving people for the
first time. They'realized that "revolution" was being urged

right in their midst and that workers were being called a
crowd of "spineless creatures" for not rising up and taking
the law into their own hands.

The Dreiser group departed, ridiculed by the country.

Subsequently members of the group were indicted on
criminal syndicalism charges. None of the group has re
turned to face these charges though they came to "test"
the criminal syndicalism law.

The Dreiser group scarcely had left the State before
there descended upon Pineville a party of organizers for
the National Miners Union.

They circulated handbills
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calling for a mass meeting to ''protest against starvation
wages" and a "reign of terror." though no such charges
had been made against Bell County operators. The meet
ing was held on December 13, Sunday morning, and discliarged miners from the coal fields of Kentucky and Ten
nessee. as well as friends of these men. were present. The
meeting was orderly. Not more than 100 miners from
this county were there. Speakers harangued the crowd,
told of the deporable conditions of the coal field, attacked
the coal operators, declared children were being starved,
and ended the day's oratory by calling a strike of all miners
of Kentucky and Tennessee on January 1.

Another delegation of organizers aiid communist
workers came to augment the force already here. Head
quarters were set up and radical literature was scattered
throughout the coal fields. The communist newspapers
were sent in by the thousands and the workers were active
day and night preparing for the big strike that would put
an end to all the troubles of the coal industry. Miners

and their families would be fed, the leaders promised,
even though the strike might continue two years, and every
demand of the miners would be met by the operators. The
listed demands were impossible of fulfillment, even at war
time prices. Everything was in readiness for the great
strike on January 1.
The fight centered in Bell County. On January 1. less
than ten per cent of the miners came out on strike. In
Harlan County less than one per cent answered the call

of the communist leaders. In Knox County the percent
age was higher as the largest operation there was closed

down. Only three operations in Bell County were shut
down.

One of these would have closed of its own accord

as it had operated at a loss as long as the owner desired
by January 1. Three days later another mine shut down
when women and children sat on the tracks and refused

to let the mine cars go in. Six per cent of the men at this
mine wanted to quit and after two days idleness the 94
per cent prevailed and work was resumed without further
interruption. Before the end of the week the men who

had gone out realized that they were being mislead by the
paid agitators and more than half of them returned to
work. Today, every mine that has orders is o^^erating and
there are men to fill any vacancy that occurs. There is
no strike in the coal fields.

The next chapter in the fast-moving drama of South
eastern Kentucky was the raid on headquarters of the
National

Miners" Union here and the arrest of

nine

workers. A great amount of communistic literature was
seized. Booklets calling upon the workers to "defend
the Soviet union," and pamphlets outlining methods for
evading the law once the workers ran afoul of it. also
were seized. The arrested workers set up headquarters

in the Bell County jail and flooded the county with propa
ganda about their arrests.
Miners were urged to come to Pineville for the examin
ing trial. They were told in thousands of circulars "to
demand the immediate and unconditional release" of the

prisoners. Secretly, they were advised to take up arms
and be prepared for the "attack" about to be launched
upon them by the "coal operators and their gun thugs."
Minds of men were inflamed by carefully worded circulars
and they were goaded to action by talk of paid agitators
who sought to capitalize on the arrest of the workers. The
men were told tliat dozens of carloads of food and clothing
had been confiscated by the county authorities and that

thousands of dollars had been "tied up" in the county
banks to keep relief sent from all parts of America from

reaching the "striking miners." These charges all were
refuted in court and shown to l)e entirely false.
Hundreds of miners came to Pineville on the day set
for the examining trial. They marched up and down the
streets, carrying flags and singing songs. Many of them
were armed. The regular police force, augmented by nu
merous deputies, smiled at the marchers and chided them
for their activity but at the same time let them know that
no disorder would be permitted. More than 2.000 men.
most of them from other counties and many of them from

other states, marched past the jail where the prisoners
were held. Crowds surged about the courthouse, radical
speeches were made and one hot-headed orator attempted
unsuccessfully to lead a crowd to the jail to release the
prisoners. Children in the schools were told to remain
there until quiet was restored in Pineville.
Reports came in that "an armed mob" was enroute from
an adjoining county bent on "taking the prisoners." Coun
ty and city officers held hurried conferences and decided
to call on Harlan for help. Within an hour two car loads
of officers, heavily armed, arrived to help the officers here
in the event the jail delivery materialized. Many times
during that eventful day tension reached the breaking
point and only the good judgment and rare courage of the
mountain men prevented a tragedy. It was a trying situa
tion and men's nerves were frayed when nightfall came
and the marchers returned to their homes.

This was not

the end. The next day and the next the marchers came,
made their speeches, listed their demands and kept the
whole community in a turmoil.

The examining trial was postponed time after time ami
finally the crowd dwindled down to the point where danger
was not imminent and the defendants were brought out.
They were held to the grand jury and returned to jail.
The scene of communistic operations shifted to Knoxville, Tenn., eighty miles from Pineville. There Miss
Doris Parks, an admitted communist, opened headquarters
and called upon the miners to "hold mass meetings," picket
the mines, "fight starvation wages" and "end the gun thug
rule." The miners were subjected to a flood of commu
nistic literature.

The National Miners Union now came

out into the open and advocated membership in the com
munist party. The field was circularized day after day
and mass meetings were called for all towns in the coal
fields. Officers finally decided that enough meetings had
been held and issued orders forbidding further demon
strations. This served to stir up the leaders more than
ever and circulars were put out calling mass meetings in
defiance of the law. The officers held to their pronounce
ments. however, and did not permit any meetings in the
coal fields.

Miners from this field went to Chicago. New York and
other cities and were taken to mass meetings where they
told their stories. The papers were full of the "outrages"
committed by the "coal operators." Then these miners
attended communistic meetings where, they reported in
affidavits made immediately upon their return, their re
ligion was mocked and their government ridiculed. This
was too much for them and they came home. Back in
their own section they called upon all min^s to get out
of the National Miners' Union. The whole program was
failing: something must be done to revive interest in the
coal fields.

At this point press announcements told of the coming
of another committee of New York writers, this group
headed by Waldo Frank. They made the same "demands"
that the Dreiser group made and listed the books they had
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written They stated they were bringing food to the
starving children and that they would distribute it at the
"courthouse door."

They said they had heard miners'

children were being starved to death and that "nothing"

was being done about it. They stated, in paragraphs in
terspersed with their latest successes, that they were not
allied with any group or faction but were coming to "get
the truth."

Their spokesman was Charles P. Walker,

any articles for magazines. They were told that in the
Red Cross office there were more than one thousand cases

on file and that they might study these for relief work.

They were told that two paid workers and a staff of volun
teer workers are spending long hours every day giving
relief to those in need. They were told that fifteen Pine
ville women are busy three days a week making dresses
and shirts for the children in the mining camps and that

were taking other routes to the southland. Traveling men
passed up the city and sent word they would be through
on their next trip. A coal company, capitalized at $1,000.-

hundreds of pairs of shoes are being supplied by charitable
organizations to meet the need. They were told that a
group of business and professional men—some of them
coal operators—are working every day in unemployment
relief headquarters and that another committee has been
assigned the task of rehabilitating the miners who can
not make a living in the mining industry. They were told

000 in war times, went bankrupt and a bank closed its
doors. Pineville was taking it on the chin and had had

through recognized agencies to bring relief to the un

about all she could stand.

fortunate families.

who acted as master of ceremonies in the Dreiser invasion.

Pineville's nerves were frayed.

Her citizenship had

gone through one harassing attack after another.

Mis

representation abroad was being felt at home and tourists

Handbills, thousands of them, poured into the county,

calling on men. women and children to "come to Pine
ville' for a mass demonstration.

The immediate and un

conditional release of prisoners held on criminal syndi
calism laws was demanded. The Waldo Frank group was

ushered into Pineville by Doris Parks, who had sent out
the literature announcing the meeting. She had told in

press releases of the National Miners' Union and in hand
bills that the writers were coming to "feed the starving
miners" and that they would show local officials that mass

meetings would be held despite rulings of city or county
authorities.

The Waldo Frank group presented something new in
relief work. Heretofore social workers have operated on

the theory that cases must be investigated through visits
to the homes of those who are in need.

Cans of milk

were to be given out by the writers in front of the court
house door and moving picture cameras were to record
the momentous occasion. This plan was followed in LaFollette, Tenn.. the day before and some excellent pic
tures of the new relief system were obtained.
Pineville and Bell County authorities decided that only
trouble would result from such a publicity-seeking stunt.

They notified the chairman of the group that there was no
starvation in Pineville and that if food was to be given
out it would have to be taken to the mines.

The officers

ridiculed the "band-wagon method" of charity distribution
and said no meeting of this kind would be permitted in
front of the courthouse.

The trucks came and the milk was distributed in pint,

paper containers just outside the city limits. There Doris
Parks harangued the crowd in defiance of orders and told
the men that they would not get the other food unless they
went on strike and picketed the mines. Harold Hickerson. who came from New York with Frank, also spoke.
Both were arrested.

In the meantime Frank and other

members of his party were calling on the mayor and coun
ty officials, "demanding" the right to hold a mass meet
ing and the right to distribute foo<l from the courthouse
steps. It did not occur to them that such a meeting could
not be held ip New York City if the same manner of ap
proach were used.
The Frank committee was invited to visit the head

quarters of the Pineville Welfare Lea^e where ten tons
of food is being given out in a systematic manner for every
ton distributed by writers and N. M. U. workers. The
writers were invited to study the reUef program of the
Quakers, who are feeding 2.000 undernourished children
in the coal fields without making any demands or writing
Pafe Thirty

that thousands of dollars are being disbursed every month

The committee was urged to come into the offices where
all this work was under way and learn from those in daily
contact with the miners and their families where the need
was greatest.

Waldo Frank, speaking for the committee, said that
they were "quite interested in this work." He nodded to
Miss Polly Boyden. who was taking notes so that she
would be sure to get his statement into the record. "We
really want to see this work." Frank repeated, "but we are
just too busv now. Perhaps a little later, probably to
morrow. we will find time. But now we must get back to
our trucks of food and distribute the milk we brought. *

It was getting late and it would soon be too dark to get
good moving pictures of the relief work.
"It is appalling." Frank stated a few minutes later,
"that such conditions as have been described to us exist in

the coal fields and that nothing is being done about it. We
in the East are shocked at stories that families are living

like pigs and that children are being permitted to starve

in the hovels and that the j^eople are sitting by and doing
nothing to remedy conditions."
These statements were made in the presence of many
leaders in the community, women and meti who had been

giving of their time and money to relieve their fellow men;
women and men who had given out of their meager earn

ings a certain amount of their pay each month so that their
less fortunate neighbors might be given employment. It
was more than they coul bear. In a manner overbearing
and with voice tinged with sarcasm Frank endeavored to

chide the people of the community for their "narrow view
point." He took from his pocket a i)enciled copy of the
paragraph of the Kentucky constitution supplied by Allen
Taub. communist attorney, and read from it that our own

law gave the people the right of revolution. He demanded
the protection of the constitution of the United States,
the same constitution his co-workers in another part of

Pineville were urging miners to defy and destroy. He left
the session ridiculing the citizenship and insulting those
who already had had all they could l)ear in the way of

financial reverses brought about by meddling outsiders.

That night more than one hundred Pineville and Bell
County citizens representing all professions and businesses
—including mining coal with a pick—gathered to discuss
the situation. Should Pineville play into the hands of the

publicity seekers or should she ignore the insults of the

visitors? There was long discussion and the latter course
was decided upon.

Then there came to the officers the report that seventyfive armed men were coming to Pineville to take the men
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out of jail. Once again the officers, tired from the anxie

ties of the day and fearful of the danger that the night
might bring to pass, again went on duty and awaited the
coming of the mob.

It was another false alarm.

Was

Pineville to be harassed continually by outside agitators?
Was there an\thing that a tired and patient citizenship
could d(i to put an end to all this trouble inspired by visit
ing authors seeking publicity and material for more ar
ticles of gross misrepresentation ?
That night at 12 o'clock the visitors were escorted to

the Kentucky-Tennessee line and advised to keep out of
Kentucky.

Lexington was a whole day's journey away by stage, so
the morning of his wedding day found Clay, with Rollins
as his faithful companion, on the road home. They arrived
late at night at "The Meadows." the Warfield estate, a

short distance north of Lexington, where the wedding
was duly celebrated.

Clay's bride, three years his junior, was of medium
height and, in the language of his memoirs, "she was
graceful and gay, with fascinating manners, which are so
noted in Irish women." It was with this inspirational
companionship that Clay entered upon his residence at
"Thorn Hill." where were born the first children of their

"Romance Clings to Thorn Hill"
[Continued from page 21]

shirts and Old World courtliness, came to Lexington from
Baltimore, according to the record, and establislied a gen
era! merchandising and drug business at the corner of
Main and Upper streets, which site has been used as a
drug store continuously for more than 100 years. He also
had other extensive business interests, and it was he who

union r Warfield, Green, Mary and Sally Clay. And here
he lived during that turbulent period of liis anti-slavery
agitation and the publication of that firebrand abolition
newspaper, the True American, whose utterances became

so offensive to the slave-holding aristocracy of the Blue
Grass country.
It was here where, in 1845, he lay critically ill of typhoid
fever, packed in ice, while the "Citizens Committee of
Sixty," led by James B. Clay, son of the Nation's idol.
Henry Clay, raided the barricaded office of the True

American, at Main and Mill streets here, packed up the

gave to Christ Episcopal Church the land at Market and

press and entire printing outfit and shipped them to Cin

Church streets, on which the cathedral and parish house

cinnati.

now stand.

Hated though he was by his fellow Kentuckians for his

His name is on the roll of the first vestry that in 1809
raised the sum of $750 by a lottery conducted at Satterwhite's tavern, the money being used by the Rev. James
Moore, rector, made famous in James Lane Allen's "Flute

judgment by the coutt of Jessamine County, to which the
case had been transferred, for $2,500 damages against

an organ.

Less than two years later, still scarcely tolerated by
his fellow townsmen, the abolition champion walked into
the courthouse here, enlisted as a private in the Lexington

and Violin" stories, to complete the building and purchase

Morton die<l in 1836 and his lx)dy was interred in the
graveyard back of the cathedral, but later moved to the

Lexington cemetery. Tn his will a pair of duelling pistols
was left to his friend. Henry Clay, and the weapons are
still in the possession of the descendants of the "great

abolition tendencies, he was sometime afterward awarded

James B. Clay.

Light Infantry and started for the Mexican border, where,
as captain of the company in the Mexican War. he won.
through self-sacrifice and valor, such love and admiration
of his men that amounted almost to idolatry.

pacificator."
So much for the histor\- of the house at "Thorn Hill"

before it passed into the hands of Cassius Marcellus Clay.

It was in 1836 that Clay purchased the property for
$18,000 and made it his home.

A native of Madison

County, Ky.. he was the son of the largest slave-holder in
the West, but a recent convert to the theory of emancipa
tion then being strongly advocated by William Lloyd Gar
rison and his associates in Xew England. As a student
at Transylvania College, this city, he had fallen in love
w^ith Mary Jane Warfield. second daughter of Dr. Elisha
Warfield. and upon his return from Yale College, the date
was set for their wedding. A few days before the mar
riage. however. Clay was shown a letter that had been

written to his fiance by a rejected suitor, a Dr. Declarey
of Louisville, which he considered deprecatory to his char
acter. So. armed with a stout hickory cane and his trustv
bowie knife, he set out for Louisville to defend his honor,

accompanied by his best man, James S. Rollins.

Caned His Opponent
Inviting Declarey into a cross street. Clay recounts in
his memoirs, he caned him severely, while Rollins kept off
the crowd. The following day. in response to Declarey's
challenge, they met across the Ohio River on the Indiana

side. But the news had spread and a great crowd had
gathered, so by mutual consent a second place was sought,
but a crowd gathered there, too. so the duel was deferred

and they returned to Louisville that night, where all nego
tiations were called off.

Honored On Return

Returning to Lexington after his services in Mexico.
Clay was greeted with enthusiasm by the people of the
city, and another committee of citizens, some of whom

had been members of the group that raided the office of
the True Amei'ican. called at "Thorn Hill" and presented
him with a jeweled sword from Tiffany's as a tribute to
his heroism.

Realizing that his ]X)litical ambition could not be fur
thered by remaining in Lexington. Clay, in 1850, left
"Thorn Hill" and returned with his family to his native
county of Madison, taking up his residence on his
ancestral estate. "White Hall." six miles north of Rich

mond. Ky.. which has ever since been associated with
his name and where, as a result, he later in his career, ac
quired the sobriquet of the "Old Lion of White Hall."
It was here that in 1861 he was apjxnnted h\- President
Lincoln as ambassador to Russia, a suitable reward for

his years of eflFort in behalf of emancipation.
It was through his diplomacy that Alaska was purchased
from Russia and added to the domain of the United
States. After his brilliant sen-'ice at the czar's court it

was to "White Hall" that he returned to experience the
disruption of his domestic life and the dramatic and tragic
episodes that marked the closing years of his colorful
career.

Clay never returned to "Tliorn Hill" to live and the
property was sold to Dr. Floyd Warfield. a relative of
Clay's wife, for $11,000. A deed in tlie records of the
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county clerk's office here sets out that Warfield conveyed
the property, tog'ether with all ornaments, furnishings,
three horses and a rockaway to his wife, Elmira B. Warfield, who, in 1873, sold the residence and grounds to Mrs.

Lily Brand Duncan, wife of Col Henry Timberlake Dun
can. for two terms mayor of Lexington and for years

publisher of a Detnocfatic newspaper here, the Lexhtgtoyi

Press.

now Princess Troubetzkoy and with her artist husband,
the Prince, leads an ideal life here in one of the most
attractive historical houses in America. The Prince tells

me that tourists persisted in trespassing until, out of self-

defense, they decided to open the grounds at Castle Hill

to the public and charge an admission. They had been

opened up only a week previous and some 400 tourists had
been through the gates.

The fame of "Thorn Hill" was further enhanced by

The original Merriwether grant from George II was

the Duncans, who, with their four sons and six daughters,

near 60.000 acres, extending from Gordonsville to
Charlottesville. and several miles in width. Dr. Thomas
Walker in 1741 married the widow of Nicholas Merri

B. Duncan, now a retired major general of the United

wether and thus came into possession of about 15,000
acres of this grant. There was a house on the land at

half-dozen classmates home with him for a visit; when

the time but which burned later. In 1765 Dr. Walker
erected the house that now stands as the rear of a more

kept the place alive with guests, parties and balls.
There were merry times in the old house when George
States army, graduated from West Point and brought a

the house was agog with preparations for the brilliant
wedding of the beautiful Eliza McAlister Duncan to John

elaborate structure designed and built in 1824 by his

R. Allen, who later became one of Kentucky's brainiest

granddaughter, Mrs. William Cabell Rives. Mrs. Rives

Duncan nurried George Draper of the illustrious Massa
chusetts family of that name which furnished a governor

country estate in France which she had visited as a girl.

lawyers and most polished orators: when the lovely Lily
to the Old Bay State and an ambassador to the court of
Italy, and again when Margaret Duncan, another attrac
tive daughter of the house, became the bride of Algernon
Daingerfield, widely known New York capitalist and
sportsman.

Mrs. Draper, after the death of her distinguished
father, became the ultimate owner of the house, and in
1913, when she decided to remove to Southern California
to reside, the property was sold to the city of Lexington
for use as a public park for $25,000. The name "Thorn
Hill" is now only a tradition, the city authorities, in honor
of the Duncan family, changing the name to Duncan Park.

Ivy still clambers over the walls of the picturesque old

stnicture and the massive pillars that once flanked the

gateway that bore the "Lord" Morton coat of arms still
stand at the entrance as vestiges of former grandeur.

followed, in design of house and layout of grounds, a

The Dr. Walker house has never been disturbed but the

two houses connected by a large hallway, while the front
entrance was made into the new structure.

The house

designed and built by Walker is not quite so elaborate as
Mount Vernon and Monticello but it compares favorably

with them in beauty and size, and is equally well pre
served.

Much of the old original furniture, including an old

Spinning Wheel and Flax Wheel, is still in the house.

We thought we knew our history fairly well, but we
learned here a new fact, namely, that Dr. Thomas Walker

was the lawful guardian of Thomas Jefferson during
the latter's seniority. It was to Dr. Walker that Jef
ferson. while Governor of Virginia during the Revolu
tion. in a measure owed his escape from capture by the
British. A young American, Captain Jack Jouett, Jr..
learned of the move of Tarleton and his British troopers

in setting out for Monticello to capture Governor Jeffer
son and the Virginia Assembly. Jouett rode like mad
from Cuckoo Tavern. Louisa County, to Castle Hill, there
obtained a fresh horse from Dr. Walker, and hurried on

"Castle Hill"

The Old Home of Dr. Thomas W^eJfeer to warn Jefferson. Soon Tarleton and his men came on.
not knowing of Jouett's ride. They stopped at Castle Hill

[Continued from page 23]
So we ventured up a half-mile driveway.

We knew

not what we would find, or whether we would be met by

bulldog or ghost. The stately rows of old cedar on both
sides of a lovely, one-way, narrow drive made one feel
as if, could a place to turn a machine be found, it would
be best to go back.
Of a sudden we came to a beauty spot.

There were

three ladies sitting at the front gate. A tent nearby, with
a table covered with literature, led us to believe that some

oi^anization of patriotic women was endeavoring to save
another historic home.

An organization of women, we

for breakfast. Dr. Walker slowly mixed Mint Juleps and
Mrs. Walker slowly cooked breakfast. Both the Juleps

and breakfast were good. The company was good, the
stories were good, and time flew. Dr. Walker insisted

that Tarieton had the finest body of troopers in America.

Especially was a seven-footer pointed out and compli

mented. Today the notch is upon the face of the door
where the wise doctor had the trooper stand and have

his height measured, and otherwise delayed the troopers.
Sufficient time thus elapsed for Jefferson to gather valu
able papers and escape.

The beautiful terraces, sunken gardens, the old brick

tion had saved Monticello. and we made a blunder by

stables with peculiarly laid brick, the plans of the house
and the layout of the grounds, show that the Kentucky

answer was: "Castle Hill has never been sold. There
is no deed to this land in existence. It came to our family

that she inherited much of his ability.

knew, had saved Mount Vernon. another such organiza

inquiring: "Have you ladies bought Castle Hill?" The explorer was a capable, versatile, ingenious leader of his
generation. The work of his granddaughter indicates
200 years ago by grant from George II."

Among the enor

mous }x>x-trees by the hundred, some of them forty feet

We apologized, introduced ourselves, and found we high, varying in age from 100 to 200 years, the stately
were talking to Miss Landon Rives, a great, great grand cedars, the lindens and other trees upon this fertile soil,
daughter of Dr. Walker, and who, with her sister, owns in a setting beautifully laid out and well kept, bordered
the property. Later we met the other owner and to our by a stream and surrounded by mountains, one comes
.surprise she is none other than Amelia Rives, the author upon Castle Hill the old home and the final resting-place
of "The Quick and the Dead," and other books. She is of the man who built the first house in Kentucky, and for
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whom the Dr. Thoinas Walker State Park at Barbourvilla. Kentucky, is named.

States; that this bill exceeds two billion dollars, the gross
farm value of all our agricultural production for the year

Here Jefiferson. Madison. Monroe, and other leaders of
that period, as well as Chief Logan of the Indians, and
Lafayette and other famous foreigners, visited. Here

1929, and that it is only seven per cent less than the total
salaries and wages paid in 1929 to more than ten million
officers and employees of more than 200,000 of our manu-

upon 1400 acres of the original grant, live his cultured,

facturing establishments.

able, and courteous descendants, and no doubt here will
come thousands of tourists from Kentucky to do homage

Recently a committee investigating Federal expenditures for the United States Chamber of Commerce gave

to the first white man to find a way over the Blue Ridge

out some figures which it is worthwhile to note in con-

Mountains into the Blue Grass State and to the Dr.

nection with the Traylor statement. In 1913, the report

Walker Cabin in the State Park in the Cumberlands of

says, the expenditures of the Federal Government were

Kentucky will come people from the West in particular

$747,500,000.

whose ancestors traveled this way over the Wilderness

it gives figures showing the growth of department ex-

Road and Boone Trail.

penditures for the same period, as follows:

In 1931 they were $4,219,000,000. Then

—

Traylor s Kentucky Address Scores
tr ,•
j from
j
^
-5C1
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it is to provide you with employment and who do pay income taxes are being gradually driven out of business by
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Agriculture
Commerce
Justice

$296,000,000
61,400,000
44,800,000
^

w /

-

government competition and federal taxes. You read per-

lA'^An'rw^

haps of the great new government office building in Wash- Treasti'rv

?77'«nn'nm

ington with 5.000 windows, or you join with others in

celebrating the opening of a new $1,000,000 postoffice in

vour town Without realizing it you are appkuding the
[spread of asystem, or in more modern langiige, aracket
which is slowly but surely going to put all private institutions out of btiiness and eventually kill vour job.
Led by propagandists, lobbyists and poliiical dema-

I93I

$ 20.400.000
11,200,000
10,400,000
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277,800,000
^
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which drop^d more than $2^,00O,0TO and
n . I ^Tl
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P°«qi , I
? 1913 to $145.0(M.TO n 1931

gogues. the tax spenders have plunged along, overriding
termed as "pork barrel" handouts, until one gainfully employed adult in every eleven throughout the country is
carried by the other ten. drawing his pay from their

i ^ ^ .1 ^ ^ ^ .t°
Picture, but it
Tth
.J Chamber scomm.tfVqn
«7 17
Federal tax
$7.17 and that in 1928, the last year for which
«'•'= furnished, it was $33.12.

How Taxes Have Grown

ment. and what must be done if we are to get back to
taxation sanity.

exS:utive vetos alS stifling public protest with what is

pockets, taking one day's pay for every six to spend on
. • Traylor and the Chamber do well to thus focus athimself and the government, it has been computed.
tention anew upon the rapid growth in the cost of govern
(Fargo, N. D.. Forum)

I iHE address of Melvin A. Traylor, the Chicago

c

banker, before the Kentucky Legislature should be
studied by the public, by legislators and other public

officials because of the emphasis he places upon the fact

that, during recent years, our almost universal approach
to our financial problems has been "how to get more rev-
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A letter to the members of the Chamber of Com-

Kankakee, 111., President G. W. Boyd, exKentuckian, recently said in part:

enues, not how to reduce exp>enses." This, he asserts, has
brought tax levies "equal to the estimated equivalent of
one day's labor every week from every man, woman and

evident in the present situation that the people
^ nation have at last awakened to find themselves t)\e
victims of their own peculiar mode of thinking, superin-

child in the United States."

duced of course by gloomy thoughts and pessimistic out-

situation upon tax-spending bodies as some do; he places

psychology—the influence of prospective trouble and loss

Mr. Traylor doesn't fasten the whole blame for this

look on the part of one's neighbors. The idea of mass

the major responsibility upon the shoulders of the people.
He puts it this way: "The condition exists because we,
the people, permitted it. and we. the people, are responsible; for aher all the government in this land of ours,

—never so completely demonstrated as in the case of
people of this great nation, blue, glum and dejected,
with plenty of everything staring them in the face on
every side ... To sum it up in a sentence, we have been

Pointing out that we have reached a point where we
must take stock, he gave some interesting figures. For

Apropos of the above, I am reminded that down in
Kentucky where I was raised, prior to the war, Christmas

whatever else we may say about it, is by and large the
shadow of public will, and the tax burden of today is
largely the result of public demand."

example, he pointed out that one-fifth of the estimated
total income of the Nation, approximately 14 billion dollars. is required to carry on the machinery of government;
that the Nation's tax bi'l is approximately $110 annually
for each man. woman and child in continental United

completely buflfaloed by what we liave heard and believed that we can hardly credit our eyes that the old
world still functions.

was observed by master and slave during a two weeks'
period. On Twelfth Night, which closed the festivities,
it was the custom of the young people of the Big House
to visit the "Quarters'" where, in the weird light of the
fireplace, the palm of a patriarchal, white-haired
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"Mammy" was crossed with silver, and she told your

traveled between the two points, as well as the Fayette

fortune.

county village in the cemetery of which rest the bones of
his son and nephew, who were killed in the battle at Blue

Again, by the encouragement of a bit of silver,

she would tell the most weird and uncanny stories in

which "hants," hob-goblins, Jack-o-Lanterns and Banchees
figured to an extent that froze one's blood and filled him

Licks.

with a real terror of some impending calamity. One al
most washed that Mammy had not lived so long, and had
not remembered so many dreadful, dreadful things.
As a means of successfully evading the formidable line

full of the romance of the days of pioneering, and we

of "hants" in getting back to the Big House, Mammy
cautioned everyone of her visitors to back up to a calabash
on the bench, reach back and dip a finger in the water,

make a sign of the cross on the forehead, turn a portion
of the upper clothing wrongside out, and then—"Duck
yo' haid and scst!". . .
We have had our full share of pessimism and gloom,

and the lugubrious voice of the croaker has been heard
in the land.

We have been disturbed in some quarters,

yet needlessly so. by that all-devastating, enervating fear
—fears which tin>e has proved to be groundless in the
main. Let the gospel of cheerfulness, confidence and
faith in your fellow men be your rule and guide.

Boonesboro is one of the most historic spots in America,

hope very much that the Congressional committee in
charge of the bill, of which we understand our own Con
gressman, Ralph Gilbert, one of the ablest men in either
House of the national Congress, will report it favorably
and get it through Congress at the present session.
Kentucky is only just now waking up to the imix>rtance
of marking its historic spots. The Kentucky Progress
Magazine, in fact, has been instrumental in telling many

of us of those historic spots, places about which we had
never known or, having known, had forgotten. 1 hrough-

out the country there is a noovement to realize on historic

spots and Kentucky should certainly get in the procession,

as other states are doing. Tourists are more interested

in history tlian we have any idea of and Boonesboro and

the country about it are alive with memories of the great
pioneer.

We have no doubt the bill referred to will pass, inas
much as it is believed it will have the solid support not

Brave Father of David W. Griffith

only of the congressional delegation from Kentucky but
from Virginia and North Carolina as well.

rr^HE late Capt. W. J. Stone, congressman, statesman.

I gubernatorial candidate and in his last years Ken-

tucky Commissioner of Confederate Pensions, was as
a youth a Confederate soldier and in his maturer years
loved to reminisce concerning his old comrades. One of
these reminiscences he told to David Wark Griffith, the

noted motion picture producer, when the younger Griffith
visited the State capitol during the Morrow administra
tion, and while Capt. Stone was still commissioner. The
latter told Mr. Griffith of an incident in his father's war

career, that is without a parallel insofar as the writer has
ever heard. The father of the picture magnate was Capt.

Jacob Wark Griffith, of Oldham County. During the War
Between the States, Capt. Griffith, who early won a reputa
tion for dauntless courage, was Captain of Company E
First Kentucky Cavalry.
In the battle at Hewey's bridge, in the Sequatchie Val
ley, Alabama, he was severely wounded in the shoulder:
fell from his horse and was unable to remount, or to ride

after being assisted to his mount. He commandeered an

old horse and buggy; climbed into the latter, and led his
company in a fresh and vigorous charge, to complete vic
tory.

Capt. Stone, who was an eye witness and a member
of the same regiment, had never had an opportunity to re
late the thrilling example to so eager and interested a
listener, as he found in the son of his gallant old com
rade, and the latter went back east and told his friends the
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An

oversize

comic

strip!

A fat man may think he's the life of the party—but. remember,
people aren't laughing with you. They're laughing at you. And
some people aren't laughing at all—not your wife or your doctor.
Too well these two know that extra pounds are stealing valuable
things from you, respect, ambition, even health! Your balloonbuild is a handicap wherever you turn—but you can overcome it!
Reduce with the 14-day Pluto Water treatment—including a
quarter of an ordinary glassful of Pluto in a glass of hot water
each morning. Your druggist has Pluto Water for you. Mail
coupon for free reducing book, "Cutting Down the Waistline",
telling how moderate exercise, food selection and Pluto will help
you.

For a Run-Down Condition
° Water aids reduc^

whether or not you're overweight—take the 14-day Pluto Water
treatment! Ward of! colds, "flu", headaches, rheumatism by keep
ing fit at all times. No sluggishness can withstand Pluto's gentle
but persuasive ways—just vary the dose to suit your condition.

French Lick Springs Hotel Company

KP4

French Lick, Indiana

PLUTO
America's Laxative Mineral Water

Please send me free copy of "Cutting Down the Waist
line", containing exercises and food suggestions.
Name
Address

City

...

ONE CLEAR FACT
. . . Out of n tantjlo of ciuims about gasoline
• • • one ei€*ar faet standn out • • •

THAT OOOD GULF GASOLIXE
is bought more |»la4^os by more people in fvulf's
27 states because car owuers buy on perform
ance • • • the onlv fact tliat 4*oiints«

GULF REFINING COMPANY
INCORPORATED

The Progress Commission's Program
{From the Kentucky Alumnus)

A STATE, like acity, an institution or abusiness,
to succeed must have a program.
It must have also a functioning body charged with

the responsibility of executing the program and the
wherewitlial—men, money and materials—to execute it.
Recognizing this fact, the Kentucky Legislature four
years ago formulated a program for Kentucky's advance
ment and development, enacted it into law and created,
as the agency to carry it into effect, the Kentucky
Progress Commission.
The preamble to the legislative act sets forth the pro
gram in the following all-inclusive language:

"IJ'hereas. the Commonwealth of Kentucky, by reason
uf the natural resources, geographical location, transpor
tation facilities, American-born labor supply, developed
and potential electrical power, and favorable tax laws
offers advantageous locations for industries; and
"If'licreas, its varied and fertile fanning lands offer
opportunities for agricultural development: and,
"Whereas, its unusual and varied scenic attractions
and historic setting should attract tourists in large num
bers : and

"IVItercas, a dissemination of this and other similar
information regarding Kentucky, through said Commis
sion and through the local civic organizations.in various
cities and towTis of the Commonwealth, would promote
its growth and development, Now Therefore Be It
linacted," etc.

The Legislature did not stop with the outline of a
sound development program, but made provision for a
model organization to initiate the program. There had
been several unsuccessful attempts in the history of the
State to organize a State Chamber of Commerce, and
the failure of Kentuckians to supply this greatly needed
agency must have been the inspiration for the model
organization set up by the Legislature when the Ken
tucky Progress Commission was created. At any rate,
the act carried a bilateral plan whereby the Kentuck>Progress Commission was authorized to expend an ap
propriation to advertise the State—funds restricted ex
clusively to advertising—and was directed to organize
a Kentucky Progress Association (State Chamber of
Comnierce) to furnish the men and money required to
effect the development program.
The program was simple enough theoretically, and
thoroughly sound, but it has taken much time and effort
to effect the modus operandi. That it is practical is now
being proved, and results already achieved indicate with
out doubt that the expected goal will be reached in due
process of time, with the necessary means and support
forthcoming.
To grasp the enormity of the undertaking, it is neces
sary to have stated briefly the preliminary steps taken
by the Progress Commission before outlining the status
of their work.

First, it was necessary to appeal to the business in
terests of the State to provide a sustaining fund. This
was inaugurated through memberships in the Kentucky
Progress Association. The necessary investigations and
data, as well as all operating expenses, had to be paid
out of funds raised by public subscription, in accordance
with the legislative act.

Second, without waiting until full funds might be sub
scribed, it was essential that certain surveys, requiring
months of trained work, be launched. It was realized
that an effective advertising campaign, even with a fund
appropriated for the purpose, could not be waged if
Kentucky did not have a very definite idea of what the
State had to advertise.

Third, the advertising must be started as soon as the

first results of research and investigation justified, and
continued consistently with the progress and development
of the other features of the program.
The raising of funds through membership subscriptions
in the Progress Association succeeded to an adequate
degree until the economic depression arrived. Like all
organizations of a similar nature, the work and facilities
of the Association were curtailed to meet the impairment
of income during the business stress of the past year.
The Association is prepared to expand when and as the
barometer of business again ascends, and in proportion
to the ability of business to increasingly support it finan
cially, it will be enabled to help business in its climb to
restored stability and growth.
Three important surveys, fundamental to a program
of State-wide development, have been completed by the
Commission and already have played a decided part in
attracting industries to Kentucky. One was a "flow of
goods survey " to show the volume and kind of com
modities manufactured and shipped out of the State, as
well as purchased and brought in. This survey awakened
Kentuckians and outsiders alike to the great variety and
importance of goods manufactured in the Bluegrass State,
and at the same time indicated, by the list of shipped-in
goods, fields of opportunity for outside capitalists seeking
industrial sites.

Another survey, calculated to emphasize Kentucky's
present industry and to increase interest in Kentuckymade products both at home and abroad, was compiled
and published as a "Classified Directory of Kentucky
Manufacturers." This survey included the number and
quality of employes, giving an index to the availability
and high type of labor to be found in Kentucky for in
dustrial purposes.
Still another survey of 125 Kentucky cities embraced
every conceivable bit of data of value in getting industries,
down to rates on all classes of utilities.

It is one of the

most complete industrial surveys ever made, and not only
equips these cities with valuable information to be used
in negotiating with prospective industries but, by com
parison, points out disadvantages, as well as advantages,
in rates that need adjustment to place these Kentucky
cities in a favorable position to compete for manufacturers.
The Progress Commission, in addition to these activi
ties in the industrial field, has aided local communities
in taking advantage of the decentralization of industry
noted in very recent years. As a result of the dissemi
nation of the information gathered through these surveys,
several cities have acquired industries formerly located
in congested centers in the North and have organized
local foundations for further industrial expansion.
A high-class publicity campaign, conducted through
the all-rotc^ravure Kentucky Progrjcss Magazine, an
eight-reel motion picture of Kentucky's attractions and
resources, a rotogravure tourist guide and several tech
nical pamphlets, has received a most favorable reaction
from the entire nation. The current (March) issue of
the Magazine contains excerpts from letters of praise
and commendation received from

Maine to California.

The Progress Magazine, while bringing out every
phase of development in Kentucky, has particularly em
phasized the wealth of major touring attractions in the
Bluegrass State. There have been distributed 12,(XX) or
more copies each month of the Commission's periodical
since the publication was started in September, 1928, and
direct results have been noted not only in the marked
increase in gasoline tax receipts, but in the actual number
of visitors registered at Mammoth Cave, "My Old Ken
tucky Home." Old Fort Harrod, and the many other
principal touring objectives in the State.
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